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high beams

Carve up a few gnarly waves and drop in to
the bodacious beach house brimming with
exposed timber and copper detailing
Words Louise Smithers Photography Steve Young, Young & Percival
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ed’s fave
The central
courtyard, which
allows visitors
to be immersed in
the whole house
simultaneously

“The central courtyard provides a pocket
of nature that anchors the house in the
wider context, reinforcing the link with the
surrounding beaches and surf lifestyle”
— Kurt Crisp

T

orquay House is a unique surfcentric holiday home capable
of accommodating couples and
large groups of up to 20 saltyhaired surfers. Architecture
firm buck&simple completed the project in
November 2019, and we sat down with cofounder Kurt Crisp to pick his brain and get all
the nitty gritty details pertaining to the project.
Nestled inside a greenfield — or
undeveloped — site, the newly subdivided lot
was surrounded by countless neighbouring
homes in the early stages of construction,
making it difficult to imagine how the area
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would eventually look and how the home
would fit into the surrounding context and
landscaping. “The unpredictability of the
changing urban context encouraged us
to look for opportunities within the site,”
architect Kurt says. “We began by carefully
controlling the building aspect and outlook,
arranging the main building blocks around
a north-facing courtyard.”
Intended as a location for shared family
holidays that will service the same brood for
years to come, the sand-adjacent digs come
with four bedrooms, four bathrooms and two
food preparation zones (one in a separate
home design
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we love
The exposed
beams and
panelling
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wing of the house so each can operate
independently), all arranged around the
internally facing courtyard. Boasting intimate
spaces for romantic couples’ retreats and
vibrant communal areas for group gatherings,
the sequence of spaces caters to surfing
enthusiasts with an outdoor shower, surfboard
quiver and mudroom upon entry.
The owners longed for an intimate homeaway-from-home where they could retreat
like hermits or party like animals with as
many friends as they could muster. Maximum
flexibility for those using it throughout the
year was essential to the viability and success
of the project. To address this, the program
was divided into two main elements: the “big
house” and the “little house”. Depending on
the occupant arrangement, each wing can
open or close to the central courtyard, which
acts as the social and environmental heart of
the home. The main dwelling can be further
subdivided with a self-sufficient downstairs
zone and two separate user spaces upstairs.
The “big house” boasts polished concrete
floors and concrete blockwork walls. Exposed
timber beams and panelling are highlighted to
temper the concrete, leaving black-accented
joinery, black tapware and black-stained
plywood to mingle with the copper detailing
of the exposed plumbing and copper sheet
cladding in the kitchen. “The space allows
the drama of both texture and shadow to
play across the dense woven fabrics of the
furnishings,” Kurt muses.
Conversely, the “little house” emits a
calming atmosphere via a combination of
white-painted walls and birch ply linings that
brighten the room to provide juxtaposition
from its more brutal bigger brother. Arranged
around a centralised double-sided gas fireplace
that heats the living room on one side and the
bedroom suite on the other, the cosy quarters
are easy to love and hard to leave.
The use of concrete enabled the integration
of hydronic underfloor heating and passive
solar design of thermal mass to ensure optimal
conditions 365 days a year. Glazing was arranged
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Exposed timber beams and
panelling are highlighted to
temper the concrete, leaving
black-accented joinery, black
tapware and black-stained
plywood to mingle with
copper detailing
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to facilitate maximum solar penetration with
specific highlight windows that allow natural
light to fall on the textured internal areas.
Monolithic black weatherboard cladding
packs a punch outside and helps with the
moderation of internal temperatures. Plus, the
bold cladding infuses the home with a level of
formality and sophistication.
Torquay House was inspired by Bach-style
holiday homes native to New Zealand. These
structures are characterised by simplicity of
function mirrored in the material palette and
resulting in an inwardly focused private oasis.
“We drew upon the ruggedness and beauty of
the surrounding beaches and cliffs, using robust
natural materials that evoke the landscapes
and colours of the Great Ocean Road,” Kurt
notes. “The central courtyard provides a
pocket of nature that anchors the house in
the wider context, reinforcing the link with the
surrounding beaches and surf lifestyle.”
So whether you’re ripping through big waves
or ripping through a bottle of red with the relos,
Torquay House offers a place where one can do
it all, and then some. HD buckandsimple.com
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Boasting intimate spaces for
romantic couples’ retreats and
vibrant communal areas for group
gatherings, the sequence of spaces
caters to surfing enthusiasts with
an outdoor shower, surfboard
quiver and mudroom upon entry
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